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Avenir Next joins Linotype's Platinum Collection

Linotype presents Avenir Next, a classic font by

Adrian Frutiger, thereby expanding the Platinum

Collection with a further typography highlight.

Bad Homburg, April 28, 2004. After a thorough overhaul, the font Avenir,

designed by Swiss typeface artist Adrian Frutiger and published by Linotype, is

now available as Avenir Next in the OpenType format. Avenir Next thereby

represents the newest member of the Platinum Collection, which already

includes two of Frutiger's other timeless classics – Linotype Univers and Frutiger

Next, both which have recently appeared in updated versions.

Returning to his designs from 1988 as a basis, Adrian Frutiger took it

upon himself to bring his Avenir font family up to date, both

typographically and technically. Already from the onset, Frutiger was

aware of the unique challenge he faced: to establish an innovative sans

serif font which could stand its own next to existing constructed sans serif

icons like Paul Renner's Futura or Herb Lubalin and Tom Carnase's

Avant Garde Gothic. Frutiger's explicit goal for Avenir Next was to

carefully rework Avenir while also expanding the family with condensed

weights, small capitals and old style figures, creating a highly flexible

typographical system able to meet the toughest demands in modern

communication scenarios. Considering the scope of the project, Frutiger

was fortunate to be able rely on the competent support of Akira

Kobayshi, Type Director at Linotype Library.

Frutiger and Kobayashi began their work on Avenir Next by redefining

the scale of stem weights. The scale now encompasses six weights

beginning with Ultralight and ranging from Regular, Medium, Demi and

Bold to Heavy, thereby extending the original Avenir weights on both

ends of the spectrum. The simultaneous rearrangement of in-between

increments has created a new balance between stem weight harmony

and contrast. Applied to the four typeface sets Regular, Italic, Condensed

and Condensed Italic, the six weights create a new typographical matrix

with a total of 24 fonts.
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With regards to economical use of space, the newly developed

condensed variants open up whole new dimensions for Avenir Next.

Further realms of typographical application can also be explored with

the new small capitals and old style figures, which, thanks to Open Type

technology, are available in all 24 fonts. Each font includes a total of

three types of numbers: capital-height numerals, small capital numerals

and old style figures. Of course, in addition to these numbers, all fonts

also feature two sizes of currency symbols, including the euro symbol.

The transformation of Avenir into Avenir Next was carried out with

unfaltering care to preserve and even emphasize the unique character of

this sans serif style. One example of how this was attained was a more

distinct inclination of the italic weights, now slanted at an angle of 10

degrees. This aesthetic measure gives Avenir Next an air of more

intense dynamics and perceptibly sets the italic weights apart from the

upright letters.

The wide variety of possibilities for accentuation means users can now

implement Avenir Next for complex typographical tasks needed in such

areas as Corporate Design or in the creation of business reports. Thanks

to the comprehensive extension of condensed and italic weights as well

as the addition of small caps, covering the entire scale of stem weights

from Ultralight to Heavy, Avenir Next represents one of the best

equipped sans serif systems on the market.

The Avenir relaunch is accompanied by a 16-page brochure on Avenir

Next which, aside from an overview of all font weights, also offers

readers a wealth of background information on the project as well as

numerous application examples. Linotype Avenir Next is now available

for purchase from certified dealers as well as via the Linotype Webshop

at www.linotype.com for a price of 1,154.20 euros incl. sales tax.

Linotype Library GmbH, based in Bad Homburg, Germany, was founded 117

years ago and is now a member of the Heidelberg Group. Building on its strong
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heritage, Linotype Library develops state-of-the-art font technology and offers

more than 5,500 original fonts, covering the whole typographic spectrum from

antique to modern, from east to west, and from classical to experimental. Thanks

to the browser and navigation system FontExplorer, all typefaces (in PostScript™

and TrueType™ format) are now available for instant download at

www.linotype.com as well as on CD. In addition to supplying digital fonts,

Linotype Library also offers comprehensive and individual consultation and

support services for font applications in worldwide (corporate) communication.

If you would like further information, please contact:

Linotype Library GmbH
Du-Pont-Straße 1
D-61352 Bad Homburg
Tel.: +49 (0) 61 72 - 484 - 24 60
Fax: +49 (0) 61 72 - 484 - 499
E-Mail: info@linotype.com

Please find more typeface application samples on the Internet at

www.linotype.com.


